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General Overview of Utility General Overview of Utility 
Ratemaking in NYSRatemaking in NYS

The majority of the NYS Utilities are “Investor Owned” rather thThe majority of the NYS Utilities are “Investor Owned” rather than an 
publicly (stated) owned.  This means that there is “capital atpublicly (stated) owned.  This means that there is “capital at--risk” risk” 
for the utilities.for the utilities.
The utilities issue both stock and bonds to finance the investmeThe utilities issue both stock and bonds to finance the investment nt 
they are required to make in public utility assets and they recothey are required to make in public utility assets and they recover ver 
the underlying cost of the investment through Depreciation Expenthe underlying cost of the investment through Depreciation Expense se 
over time.  During that time period they also recover the financover time.  During that time period they also recover the financing ing 
costs (dividends and interest) of the capital issued to fund costs (dividends and interest) of the capital issued to fund 
construction.construction.
NYS Utilities’ rates are set using the “Cost of Service” approacNYS Utilities’ rates are set using the “Cost of Service” approach.h.
This means that the rates are based upon the actual costs incurrThis means that the rates are based upon the actual costs incurred ed 
by the utilities to provide service.  This approach relies upon by the utilities to provide service.  This approach relies upon the the 
“Original Cost of Rate Base” Principle.  In other words, the ass“Original Cost of Rate Base” Principle.  In other words, the assets ets 
(wires, poles, meters, generators, substations, etc.) are valued(wires, poles, meters, generators, substations, etc.) are valued for for 
ratemaking at their original construction cost and are not indexratemaking at their original construction cost and are not indexed ed 
for inflation or increases in reproduction cost.  for inflation or increases in reproduction cost.  
The assets are expected to last an estimated period of years andThe assets are expected to last an estimated period of years and
the original cost is charged to ratepayers over that period of tthe original cost is charged to ratepayers over that period of time as ime as 
Depreciation Expense.Depreciation Expense.
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General Ratemaking PrinciplesGeneral Ratemaking Principles
When a utility has monopoly market power, its prices, earnings aWhen a utility has monopoly market power, its prices, earnings and nd 
service should be regulated to protect captive customers.service should be regulated to protect captive customers.
Utility regulatory commissions serve as a “proxy” for competitioUtility regulatory commissions serve as a “proxy” for competition.n.
Prices (rates) should be “just and reasonable” and should cover Prices (rates) should be “just and reasonable” and should cover the the 
costs of providing “safe and adequate” service.costs of providing “safe and adequate” service.
Investors who lend capital to fund utility assets should be alloInvestors who lend capital to fund utility assets should be allowed wed 
an opportunity to earn a reasonable rate of return and be able tan opportunity to earn a reasonable rate of return and be able to o 
expect to recover the principal of the capital over time.expect to recover the principal of the capital over time.
The rates should be based upon prudently incurred costs.The rates should be based upon prudently incurred costs.
Utilities should have incentives to keep costs down and provide Utilities should have incentives to keep costs down and provide 
good service.good service.
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Alternative Pricing ModelsAlternative Pricing Models
Generally, the pricing model used is based upon specific forecasGenerally, the pricing model used is based upon specific forecasts of utility revenues and costs for ts of utility revenues and costs for 
given periods of time.given periods of time.
In the past, we have examined the price cap model to determine iIn the past, we have examined the price cap model to determine its usefulness.ts usefulness.
When using price caps, we have put into place limits on revenuesWhen using price caps, we have put into place limits on revenues which have effectively created which have effectively created 
“fixed prices” including the usually variable costs of generatin“fixed prices” including the usually variable costs of generating fuel.g fuel.
The price cap approach would be based upon the relationship betwThe price cap approach would be based upon the relationship between costs and revenues in an een costs and revenues in an 
historical test period and rates would be indexed by annual inflhistorical test period and rates would be indexed by annual inflation minus a annual productivity ation minus a annual productivity 
offset.offset.
The utility would be at risk for costs in excess of the price caThe utility would be at risk for costs in excess of the price cap amounts or stand to gain if p amounts or stand to gain if 
productivity estimates were exceeded.productivity estimates were exceeded.
Earnings outside an agreedEarnings outside an agreed--upon tolerance band would be shared between ratepayers and upon tolerance band would be shared between ratepayers and 
shareholders.shareholders.
The benefits of the price cap approach include the ability to seThe benefits of the price cap approach include the ability to set rates for several years and an t rates for several years and an 
implicit cost control incentive.  The downside of such an approaimplicit cost control incentive.  The downside of such an approach is that management may be ch is that management may be 
inclined to cut too deeply into serviceinclined to cut too deeply into service--affecting programs in an effort to raise earnings resultingaffecting programs in an effort to raise earnings resulting
We have also put into place multiWe have also put into place multi--year rate plans, so called Performance Based Rates or year rate plans, so called Performance Based Rates or PBR’sPBR’s
which are a hybrid of traditional Cost of Service ratemaking andwhich are a hybrid of traditional Cost of Service ratemaking and Price Caps.  In this model, some Price Caps.  In this model, some 
items are subject to explicit flow through to customers’ bills (items are subject to explicit flow through to customers’ bills (e.g. fuel and purchased power), e.g. fuel and purchased power), 
some costs are subject to varying amounts of deferral and truesome costs are subject to varying amounts of deferral and true--up to permit future rate recovery up to permit future rate recovery 
or refund and the remainder of costs are estimated and not subjeor refund and the remainder of costs are estimated and not subject to any other adjustment ct to any other adjustment 
during the term of the rate plan.  Again, earnings outside an agduring the term of the rate plan.  Again, earnings outside an agreedreed--upon tolerance band are upon tolerance band are 
shared.  This approach has the benefit of facilitating multishared.  This approach has the benefit of facilitating multi--year rate setting, ensuring that year rate setting, ensuring that 
important goals are accomplished and retaining a cost cutting inimportant goals are accomplished and retaining a cost cutting incentive.  While this method is centive.  While this method is 
being continuously refined, it is, in my judgment, the best avaibeing continuously refined, it is, in my judgment, the best available model.lable model.
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General Overview of Utility General Overview of Utility 
Ratemaking in NYS Ratemaking in NYS –– Cont’d.Cont’d.

Utility rate tariffs have both “Capital Utility rate tariffs have both “Capital 
Components” and “Operating Components”Components” and “Operating Components”
The Capital Component include the Return on The Capital Component include the Return on 
Equity, the Interest on Debt and the Equity, the Interest on Debt and the 
Depreciation Expense.Depreciation Expense.
The Operating Component includes the annual The Operating Component includes the annual 
Operation and Maintenance Expenses, Taxes, Operation and Maintenance Expenses, Taxes, 
Fuel and Purchased Power Costs and Fuel and Purchased Power Costs and 
Administrative Expenses.Administrative Expenses.
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Illustration of the Relationship of Illustration of the Relationship of 
the Cost of Service to Utility Ratesthe Cost of Service to Utility Rates

Operating Expenses

Rate Base Rate of Return

Rate Base X ROR

Return

Cost of ServiceEquals Utility 
Rates/Revenues

Charged to customers 
in Standard Tariff 
Prices
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The Process For Changing Utility The Process For Changing Utility 
Rates in NYSRates in NYS

The utility seeking to change rates must file sufficient The utility seeking to change rates must file sufficient 
financial and operating information to support any financial and operating information to support any 
change in rates.  change in rates.  
Such financial and operating information must be Such financial and operating information must be 
supported by testimony of responsible utility executives supported by testimony of responsible utility executives 
who swear to the accuracy of what is presented.who swear to the accuracy of what is presented.
The filing of a request sets in motion an 11 month clock The filing of a request sets in motion an 11 month clock 
within which Dept. Staff within which Dept. Staff must must and other interested and other interested 
partiesparties maymay review the filing.review the filing.
The format of the filing is specified by a 1977 The format of the filing is specified by a 1977 
Commission Statement of Policy which requires the use Commission Statement of Policy which requires the use 
of estimated revenues, expenses and rate base amounts of estimated revenues, expenses and rate base amounts 
which are built up from an historical “test period”.which are built up from an historical “test period”.
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Example of Utility Cost of Service Revenue Requirement ScheduleExample of Utility Cost of Service Revenue Requirement Schedule
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Forecasting RevenuesForecasting Revenues

Forecasting revenues is accomplished through Forecasting revenues is accomplished through 
econometric modeling.econometric modeling.
The variables considered include weather, The variables considered include weather, 
employment, growth in disposable income, price employment, growth in disposable income, price 
elasticity, increased reliance on appliances, elasticity, increased reliance on appliances, 
general economic growth and other factors.general economic growth and other factors.
Changes in the estimated cost of generating Changes in the estimated cost of generating 
fuels is also factored into the model in fuels is also factored into the model in 
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Operation & Maintenance ExpenseOperation & Maintenance Expense
Labor and Fringe BenefitsLabor and Fringe Benefits
AdvertisingAdvertising
InsuranceInsurance
ConservationConservation
Research and DevelopmentResearch and Development
Purchased Power, Gas or WaterPurchased Power, Gas or Water
Fuel AdjustmentFuel Adjustment
Legal CostsLegal Costs
Mandated program costsMandated program costs
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Projected O&M ExpensesProjected O&M Expenses

Historical Level from “Test year” Historical Level from “Test year” 
is adjusted in several ways:is adjusted in several ways:

Known ChangesKnown Changes
AnnualizationAnnualization of part year changesof part year changes
Normalization of unusual eventsNormalization of unusual events
Forecasts of new or expiring programsForecasts of new or expiring programs
InflationInflation
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Depreciation ExpenseDepreciation Expense
With large, capital intensive fixed plant, With large, capital intensive fixed plant, 
depreciation is an important factor in setting depreciation is an important factor in setting 
rates.rates.
GAAP  vs.  Book Depreciation (GAAP asset lives GAAP  vs.  Book Depreciation (GAAP asset lives 
are generally shorter than the lives set in a are generally shorter than the lives set in a 
regulatory environment.) regulatory environment.) 
Rates are adjusted to 1) take account of large Rates are adjusted to 1) take account of large 
plant additions and 2) modify depreciation rates plant additions and 2) modify depreciation rates 
to account for changes in “mortality” or useful to account for changes in “mortality” or useful 
life estimates.life estimates.
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Income TaxesIncome Taxes
Each utility is subject to both Federal and State Each utility is subject to both Federal and State 
Income TaxesIncome Taxes
These rules prescribe accounting and ratemaking for These rules prescribe accounting and ratemaking for 
Accelerated Tax Depreciation Accelerated Tax Depreciation 
Normalization Rules apply to Deferred Income Taxes Normalization Rules apply to Deferred Income Taxes 
to spread tax benefits over book depreciation livesto spread tax benefits over book depreciation lives
Benefits from Capitalized Construction Overheads and Benefits from Capitalized Construction Overheads and 
Capitalized Interest must also be deferred and Capitalized Interest must also be deferred and 
normalizednormalized
Similar requirements exist for Accrued but Unbilled Similar requirements exist for Accrued but Unbilled 
Revenue, Bad Debts and Contributions in aid of Revenue, Bad Debts and Contributions in aid of 
ConstructionConstruction
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Other TaxesOther Taxes
Revenue Taxes apply to utility billsRevenue Taxes apply to utility bills

Gross EarningsGross Earnings
Gross Income (similar to Gross Earnings Gross Income (similar to Gross Earnings 
but at a different rate)but at a different rate)
Local Metropolitan Transit Authority taxes Local Metropolitan Transit Authority taxes 
to help fund mass transit in NYCto help fund mass transit in NYC
Corporate SurchargeCorporate Surcharge

Payroll TaxesPayroll Taxes
Social Security TaxesSocial Security Taxes
Unemployment InsuranceUnemployment Insurance

Property TaxesProperty Taxes
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Rate BaseRate Base
Utility PlantUtility Plant

Original Cost LimitationOriginal Cost Limitation
Used and UsefulUsed and Useful

Accumulated Depreciation OffsetAccumulated Depreciation Offset
PhasePhase--Ins of large additionsIns of large additions
Deferred Debits/Credits Deferred Debits/Credits –– Prior years Prior years 
costs or benefitscosts or benefits
Customer Advances for ConstructionCustomer Advances for Construction
Working CapitalWorking Capital
Earnings Base vs. CapitalizationEarnings Base vs. Capitalization
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Used and Useful PlantUsed and Useful Plant
Plant that is included in rate base should be Plant that is included in rate base should be 
what is actually necessary to provide service.  what is actually necessary to provide service.  
This is generally referred to as “inThis is generally referred to as “in--service”.service”.
Plant which is far in excess of the customers’ Plant which is far in excess of the customers’ 
needs or is nonneeds or is non--utility in nature is usually not utility in nature is usually not 
part of rate base.  part of rate base.  
Failed investments in plant for projects which Failed investments in plant for projects which 
were not completed are examined in detail to were not completed are examined in detail to 
determine if the management acted determine if the management acted 
appropriately in making the initial investment appropriately in making the initial investment 
and, if so, rate recovery can be granted as an and, if so, rate recovery can be granted as an 
exception to the used and useful rule.exception to the used and useful rule.
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Rate Base vs. CapitalizationRate Base vs. Capitalization
Rate Base is supported by various forms of Rate Base is supported by various forms of 
investor Capitalinvestor Capital
Capital ComponentsCapital Components
LongLong--Term DebtTerm Debt -- fixed cost rates.fixed cost rates.
Preferred StockPreferred Stock -- fixed cost rates.fixed cost rates.
Common EquityCommon Equity -- Cost is determined by the Cost is determined by the 
Commission based upon Fair Rate of Return Commission based upon Fair Rate of Return 
Theory.Theory.
Some forms of capital are available at zero Some forms of capital are available at zero 
cost due largely to the errors in estimating cost due largely to the errors in estimating 
working capital.working capital.
Accordingly, care is take to ensure that the Accordingly, care is take to ensure that the 
rate base is reduced by this cost free capital.rate base is reduced by this cost free capital.
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Fair Rate of Return TheoryFair Rate of Return Theory

A return available from investments with A return available from investments with 
comparable risks.comparable risks.
Return sufficient to attract new capital.Return sufficient to attract new capital.
Return sufficient to maintain Return sufficient to maintain 
creditworthiness (“A” Bond Rating) creditworthiness (“A” Bond Rating) 
In setting the Fair Rate of Return, the In setting the Fair Rate of Return, the 
Commission can exercise a degree of Commission can exercise a degree of 
discretion due to the relative imprecision discretion due to the relative imprecision 
of the various estimation methodologiesof the various estimation methodologies
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Cost of Equity MethodsCost of Equity Methods

Discounted Cash FlowsDiscounted Cash Flows

Capital Asset Pricing ModelCapital Asset Pricing Model

Comparable Industrial EarningsComparable Industrial Earnings

Spread StudiesSpread Studies
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Financial Data Collection and Financial Data Collection and 
ProcessingProcessing

Each large utility’s stock is publicly traded and under the Each large utility’s stock is publicly traded and under the 
jurisdiction of the Securities Exchange Commission making jurisdiction of the Securities Exchange Commission making 
them subject to annual audits by external CPA firms.them subject to annual audits by external CPA firms.
Each of these utilities follow both Generally Accepted Each of these utilities follow both Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles Accounting Principles andand Regulatory Accounting.Regulatory Accounting.
Regulatory Accounting is prescribed by both the Federal Regulatory Accounting is prescribed by both the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission and by any of the State Energy Regulatory Commission and by any of the State 
regulatory commissions in which a utility operates.regulatory commissions in which a utility operates.
Regulatory Accounting requirements are defined by a Uniform Regulatory Accounting requirements are defined by a Uniform 
System of Accounts (FERC USOA separately provided).System of Accounts (FERC USOA separately provided).
The utilities’ books and records are also open to audit by The utilities’ books and records are also open to audit by 
NYSPSC auditors.NYSPSC auditors.
The utilities are required to file annual financial reports withThe utilities are required to file annual financial reports with
the NYSPSC in addition to other information directed by the the NYSPSC in addition to other information directed by the 
Commission in rate or other cases.Commission in rate or other cases.
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Uniform System of AccountsUniform System of Accounts

This document prescribes all of the This document prescribes all of the 
required methods of accounting for required methods of accounting for 
specific costs, plant and revenues.specific costs, plant and revenues.
The USOA contains instructions as to what The USOA contains instructions as to what 
items are included and excluded. An items are included and excluded. An 
example of the type of instructions and example of the type of instructions and 
specification is shown on the following specification is shown on the following 
slide.slide.
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FERC USOAFERC USOA
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